If you are brand new to modding work through this before asking where to start. Legendary Vs. SSE? If you want to know the main advantages and disadvantages of SSE so you can decide what to play, here they are. If you promote piracy or seek help in modding a pirated game you will be banned. This includes sharing/rehosting a mod without the original author's express permission. This is not debatable. Screenshots do not contribute to the discussion of modding or mod creation. Please take your screen archery to /r/SkyrimPorn. Screenshots in the context of asking for help are acceptable. Start by marking "Career Building Through Skinning and Modding" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. We'd love your help. Let us know what's wrong with this preview of Career Building Through Skinning and Modding by Jeri Freedman. Problem: It's the wrong book It's the wrong edition Other. The Fast 800 Recipe Book by Dr Clare Bailey and Justine Pattison (2019, Paperback). 4.8 out of 5 stars based on 80 product ratings(80). £1.20 New. ---- Used. Requirements for Electrical Installations IET Wiring Regulations by The Institution of Engineering and Technology (Paperback, 2018). 4.8 out of 5 stars based on 91 product ratings(91). £54.90 New.